La Jolla's Top Picks of 2014

We asked, and you answered. It’s time once again for you, the readers, to tell us what you like best about the retailers La Jolla has to offer. The La Jolla Village News Readers Choice Awards, your guide to the best of the best in La Jolla and University City, is here.

Many winners have been around long enough to enjoy a solid and loyal fan base. Others are just getting off the ground and are hard at work proving they’ve got what it takes to hold their own among La Jolla’s elite — it must be working, or they wouldn’t be on the list.

Here, you’ll find a rundown of the brightest stars in retail services, from bookstores and markets to banks, accountants, hotels, pet-sitters, florists and everything in between.

If you’re looking for a store that carries that one-of-a-kind gift, check out where our readers have found the perfect item. If you’re deep into some home improvement and in need of an electrician, see who our readers voted the best in La Jolla. If your computer suddenly crashed and left you in a lurch, find out who in the Village is known among the readers for speedy, reliable computer repair.

We’d like to thank you for vetting of the best La Jolla has to offer, and mostly, we want to thank the winners of this year’s awards for continuing to provide the best in service and value and for making our Jewel a shining example of what community business ownership is all about.

The next time you’re out and about in La Jolla and you see a local store or service provider proudly displaying their Readers Choice Award, take a moment to tell the owner or manager that you appreciate what they do! Enjoy!

— Martin Jones Westlin
Editor, La Jolla Village News
The La Jolla Wellness Studio is pleased to announce a new addition to their wellness platform, the award winning i-Lipo Xcell laser by Chromogenex™. Cosmopolitan Magazine in their March 2014 issue, calls i-Lipo a “beauty game changer, an in-office renovation that is raising the beauty bar.” i-Lipo is the intelligent non-surgical alternative to liposuction and can be used on both women and men. Dr. Oz says “i-Lipo delivers on its fat reduction and body shaping promises. The La Jolla Wellness Studio is located on Fay Avenue in La Jolla Village and offers a very unique program for fitness, wellness, anti-aging and beauty.

i-Lipo is a revolutionary, non-invasive body shaping and cellulite reduction technology offering safe and pain free body contouring in as little as 20 minutes without surgery and without downtime. This non-destructive approach to fat reduction can be used year-round on all skin types.

The first visit includes a full consultation starting with an electronic body composition analysis. This determines your current level of body fat, muscle mass and water content and sets personal goals to achieve.

Each session consists of a 20-minute i-Lipo treatment to target problem areas. Low level lasers are released though the treatment pads, triggering a chemical signal in the fat cells that breaks down the stored triglycerides into free fatty acids and glycerol, which pass though the cell membrane. The lymphatic system releases the fat from the body immediately afterwards as long as you exercise. The next step in the process is a one-on-one personal training session featuring a patented 30-minute workout process called the MyoMetrix Method™. This will burn off the released fat immediately.

With normal exercise the body will use its store of carbohydrates and sugar as its first source of energy and it can take a lot of time and effort before it begins to burn fat as a source of energy. Using i-Lipo and the MyoMetrix Method™ you go straight into fat burning mode and results are seen immediately. Typically a reduction of 1-3cm is achieved after each session. After a course of 8 sessions you can achieve dramatic results.

i-Lipo is the first direct skin contact laser device designed for fat reduction and body contouring to receive FDA approval for circumferential reduction. Independent clinical studies have shown i-Lipo to be completely safe with no side effects. A pre-sales event is taking place now so if you would like to save on treatment packages call and book an appointment today at 858-444-0340.
Best Auto Repair

Marco Polo Independent BMW & Mini Service

Marco Polo Independent has been servicing BMW MINI automobiles in the La Jolla area for over 29 years, providing automotive maintenance, repairs, and improvements for all years of BMW. They have also serviced new model MINI automobiles for the past 10 years. The experienced staff of mechanics and quality of workmanship, has earned them a reputation amongst customers for having reliable auto services at affordable prices. Come experience the Marco Polo Difference for yourself. And you won’t get charged a premium just because they’re in La Jolla. Check them out on Yelp.

UC Cyclery, Inc.

When you bring in your bike for service here, you’ll receive a free, no-obligation estimate of the work needed. One of the pros will discuss your bicycle with you and explain what is recommended, respecting your choices and budget. The staff is professionally trained and certified to work on all bicycle makes and models. You can count on UC to do the job right the first time, every time. Walk-ins are welcome.

UC Cyclery, Inc.
8715 Villa La Jolla Dr. Ste. B
(858) 452-8842
uccyclery.com

UCSD Bookstore

One obviously very satisfied customer wrote: “The UCSD Bookstore is truly the greatest bookstore in all the land. From computers to coffee, they’ve got it all. Ask anything of their cheerful staff, and they’ll help you in a jiffy!” The venue doesn’t stock Bengal tigers anymore, imported from Europe. Parents looking for party dresses or suits for special occasions will find a selection of one-of-a-kind ensembles.

Spoiled Rotten Boutique

Spoiled Rotten is the premier children’s clothing store in La Jolla. The store, part of the community for more than 35 years, provides the best in high-end and casual clothing for boys and girls from infant to size 6. The store is also one of the few places in the area that stocks christening dresses, many imported from Europe. Parents looking for party dresses or suits for special occasions will find a selection of one-of-a-kind ensembles.

Children’s Apparel

La Jolla Country Market

The deli sandwiches here are made to order, with the freshest ingredients at really good prices! What’s not to love about this great neighborhood market? Heated to the beach? They have everything you need to fill your picnic basket. And don’t forget the most important part — the wine and beer selections are fabulous too.

Mtn Soledad Market

Mt. Soledad Market is located in the

Cellular Phone

Verizon Wireless is committed to delivering outstanding customer satisfaction, and it has a table to boot. It offers quality products and services on the nation’s largest 4G LTE network and the largest, most reliable 3G network — and it’s all over the causes that advance literacy in the United States.

Apple Store

The Apple Store gives you everything you need to get to know your new product. First thing is you’ll get a personal setup so you’re up and running before you leave the store. After that, come enjoy the free workshops, where they can answer your questions and help you learn more about the things you’re interested in. And the staff isn’t above phone calls in the interest of answering your questions and keeping your equipment humming.

Spoiled Rotten Boutique

Spoiled Rotten is the premier children’s clothing store in La Jolla. The store, part of the community for more than 35 years, provides the best in high-end and casual clothing for boys and girls from infant to size 6. The store is also one of the few places in the area that stocks christening dresses, many imported from Europe. Parents looking for party dresses or suits for special occasions will find a selection of one-of-a-kind ensembles.

Children’s Apparel

La Jolla Country Market

The deli sandwiches here are made to order, with the freshest ingredients at really good prices! What’s not to love about this great neighborhood market? Heated to the beach? They have everything you need to fill your picnic basket. And don’t forget the most important part — the wine and beer selections are fabulous too.

Spoiled Rotten Boutique

Spoiled Rotten is the premier children’s clothing store in La Jolla. The store, part of the community for more than 35 years, provides the best in high-end and casual clothing for boys and girls from infant to size 6. The store is also one of the few places in the area that stocks christening dresses, many imported from Europe. Parents looking for party dresses or suits for special occasions will find a selection of one-of-a-kind ensembles.

Children’s Apparel

La Jolla Country Market

The deli sandwiches here are made to order, with the freshest ingredients at really good prices! What’s not to love about this great neighborhood market? Heated to the beach? They have everything you need to fill your picnic basket. And don’t forget the most important part — the wine and beer selections are fabulous too.

Spoiled Rotten Boutique

Spoiled Rotten is the premier children’s clothing store in La Jolla. The store, part of the community for more than 35 years, provides the best in high-end and casual clothing for boys and girls from infant to size 6. The store is also one of the few places in the area that stocks christening dresses, many imported from Europe. Parents looking for party dresses or suits for special occasions will find a selection of one-of-a-kind ensembles.
Thank you La Jolla Today readers for the confidence you expressed in voting
Mark A. Krasner CPA, ESQ. 
BEST ATTORNEY 5 TIME WINNER!

Blanchard, Krasner & French looks forward to continuing to assist with your legal needs

Effective.
Timely.
Thorough.
Hotel 1st Place
La Valencia
Coined “The Pink Lady,” La Valencia Hotel has Old World charm and a new outlook, big picture windows and attention to the smallest detail. More than a La Jolla hotel, it’s an icon, having hosted celebrities, celebrations, reunions and romantic getaways since 1926. Just steps from miles of stunning coastline, world-class museums, shopping and galleries, it’s the perfect blend of location and recreation. The beachfront hotel’s Mediterranean-influenced architecture and décor, featuring beautiful courtyards, hand-painted murals and exquisite Spanish mosaics, evoke colonial charm in this one-of-a-kind hotel.
La Valencia Hotel
1132 Prospect St. (858) 454-0771 lavalencia.com

Jewelry Store 1st Place
David & Sons
David & Sons Fine Jewelers has been a family-owned and operated business since 1980. It offers one of the largest selection of certified loose diamonds in the San Diego area. Fancy and ideal cut diamonds are the venue’s specialty. Its business has been built on satisfied repeat customers — and unlike many of its competitors, David & Sons offers free lifetime maintenance on merchandise.
David & Sons Fine Jewelers
4485 La Jolla Village Drive (858) 457-7664 davidandsonsjewelers.com

Jewelry Store 2nd Place (tie)
The Diamond Source
The Diamond Source is a AAA, Five Diamond La-Jolla hotel located just 15 miles north of downtown San Diego. Site of the 2008 and 2021 U.S. Open championships, The Lodge pays homage to the Craftsman era and showcases 169 rooms and suites that reflect San Diego’s stress-free lifestyle while providing all the comfort and amenities you need. The resort is designed to blend in with the adjacent Torrey Pines State Reserve, which features golden sandstone formations and the rare Torrey pine trees we all love and enjoy.
The Lodge at Torrey Pines
11480 N. Torrey Pines Road (858) 453-4420 torreypines.com

Men’s Apparel 1st Place
Ralph Lauren
This is absolutely the place for conservation of American classic dress with a dash of contemporary style. The high-quality apparel matches the price tag in this distinguished store. The men’s collection features preppy blazers, knit polo shirts, tailored slacks, golf apparel, swimwear and more. Women will find everything from jeans and sweaters to evening-wear. Expect dark, woodsy mix-and-match patterns brightened by occasional floral.
Ralph Lauren
7830 Girard Ave. (858) 459-3678 ralphlauren.com

Men’s Apparel 2nd Place
Tommy Bahama
Tommy Bahama is a purveyor of island lifestyles and maker of luxury-
lifestyle clothing and accessories. Using a range of quality fabrics and materials, Tommy Bahama has an unmistakable look and quality. If you don’t have a Tommy Bahama in your closet, well, you must not be from around here.

Tommy Bahama
1100 Wall St.
(858) 551-8686
.tommybahama.com

Men’s Apparel Formal
1st Place
A Better Deal
A Better Deal Tuxedo provides men’s formalwear, including tuxedo and suit rentals, to clients throughout the La Jolla and San Diego areas. This neighborhood rental boutique has become family to the many local boys to men who grew up needing formal wear for prom, graduation and wedding day!

A Better Deal Tuxedo
369 Bird Rock Ave.
(858) 551-6044
abetterdealtuxedo.com

2nd Place
Ascot Shop
The Ascot Shop was established in La Jolla in 1950. This veteran high-end men’s clothing boutique has been stocking brand-name apparel in classic and modern styles at the same location with its charming double Dutch front doors. All this from a traditional men’s haberdashery start-up.

Ascot Shop
7750 Girard Ave.
(858) 454-4222
ascotshop.com

Nursery 1st Place
Green Gardens
At Green Gardens Landscape & Design, the goal is to create innovative landscape systems through practices that foster the highest level of customer service. Green Gardens is a full-service company serving residential and commercial clientele. It offers competitive free estimates in a timely fashion and start-to-finish service on everything from retaining walls to sod. It will let you approve, disapprove, change, exchange and change again until they find the plant material that suits your needs.

Green Gardens Nursery
747 Turquoise Street
(858) 483-7846
dggreengardens.com

Pet Store 1st Place
Muttropolis
Be prepared: At Muttropolis, it's not about you; it's about your pet! The pet supply store provides the best products available for the health and happiness of your canine and feline family members. The idea of Muttropolis sprouted from the creative minds of two professional designers, fueled by their love for their dog and cat family members. It's not just another pet store but a fun shopping experience.

Muttropolis
7755 Girard Ave.
(858) 459-9663
.muttropolis.com

2nd Place
All About Animals
All About Animals offers everything you need to care for your pet, plus grooming and pet sitting, making it a one-stop shop for all things pet related. Drop in to find Fido the latest, greatest chew-toy or to get Garfield the catnip he craves. If you are going on vacation, give your pet a break, too, by letting it stay with the friendly staff at the shop’s boarding facility. And whether your dog needs a quick wash and trim or a full-blown makeover, the professional groomers will make it happen.

All About Animals
5622 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 459-4583

Place To Buy Jeans
1st Place
Lucky Brand Jeans
Rooted in rock ‘n’ roll with a signature sense of humor, Lucky Brand stands for independent thinking, individual style and a feeling as authentic as love.Creators Gene Montesano and Barry Perlman, who have been friends since their youth, shipped the first order of Lucky Brand in 1990 and have been renowned for their great-fitting, vintage-inspired jeans ever since.

Lucky Brand Jeans
7844 Girard Ave.
(858) 551-0655
luckybrand.com

2nd Place
The Gap
In the summer of 1969, man walked on the moon, nearly 450,000 people witnessed the iconic Woodstock rock music festival and Doris and Don Fisher opened the first Gap store in San Francisco. Today, Gap Inc. is one of the world’s largest specialty retailers, with approximately 3,100 stores, and the venerated brand’s signature line of jeans is still a favorite among denim-lovers.

The Gap
7847 Girard Ave.
(619) 231-4829
gap.com

Best Health Club/Gym

La Jolla Sports Club
When it’s time to take a breather from your fast-paced daily life, La Jolla Sports Club offers the ultimate refuge. Walk through their doors and enter an environment dedicated to fitness. The professional and dedicated staff along with state-of the art equipment and exceptional programs provide you the tools you need to attain your fitness goals. When you’ve completed your workout, reward yourself with a refreshing steam bath in the beautifully appointed locker rooms.

La Jolla Sports Club
7825 Fay Ave.
(858) 456-2595
lajollasportsclub.com

Thank You La Jolla For Voting Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc. Best Architect!

We are very honored to be voted the Best Architect for the 4th consecutive year. Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc. is a full service Architectural and Planning Firm producing over 27 years of Creative Designs and Business Excellence!
Resale Shop 1st Place (tie) Le Chauvinist

The only exclusively men’s clothing consignment store in all of San Diego County, Le Chauvinist brings us only the best in men’s clothing, footwear, furnishings and accessories, from designers Armani to Zegna. Additionally, they regularly supplement our inventory with new items such as hand-woven Panama hats from Ecuador, “Fun Socks” by Per Pedes, Silk Pocket Squares from J.S. Blank and Carrot & Gibbs. They also encourage consignors to bring retro and vintage items.

Le Chauvinist
7709 Fay Ave. (858) 456-0117 lechauvinist.com

Designer Consigner

Designer Consigner has the largest selection in all of San Diego. Heidi Larson, Owner and CEO of the company has been the trusted partner of countless locals for over 30 years. When it comes to re-selling their most expensive fur coats, designer clothes, shoes, handbags, for both casual and formal wear, jewelry and accessories, Designer Consigner has been La Jolla’s No. 1 choice for years.

Designer Consigner
1002 Prospect St. (858) 459-1737

Shoe Store 1st Place Ranongi Firenze Shoes

This wonderful shoe store draws from a distinct European vibe, selling only handcrafted shoes from Florence, Italy, made in its own Amalfi Factory. You will also find a nice selection of fine leather handbags by Barbara Milano and Merci Marie made in Milan, Italy.

Ranongi
7870 Girard Ave. (858) 459-4407 ranongistore.com

2nd Place

My Sister’s Closet

This new upscale consignment store brings women’s clothing and accessories under one roof, and it’s big, with 9,600 square feet. The Phoenix-based chain says it was motivated to change the age-old image of resale stores from “the three Ds — dark, dirty and dingy — to the three Cs — cute, clean and current.” My Sister’s Closet is based in its service for more than 20 years. A family-owned and operated boutique, it offers quality comfort and the people involved with the store are doing great things in the community.

My Sister’s Closet
5763 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 456-0045 mysisterscloset.com

Surf Shop 1st Place Mitch’s Surf Shop

Mitch’s Surf Shop opened for business in 1967 near Windansea Beach, and today, it is the go-to destination for local surfers and skateboarders. Mitch’s has a huge stock of ready-to-go surfboards as well as all the classic, hand-made custom fins and other accessories you need to build your own. The store is popular with the skate crowd, too, carrying a wide selection of skateboards by Arbor, Sector 9 and Skatedesigns.

Mitch’s Surf Shop
631 Pearl St. (858) 459-5933 www.mitchsurfshop.com

Lululemon Athletica

Lululemon Athletica makes specialty crested technical clothing for yoga, running, and most other sweaty pursuits. Lululemon uses all sorts of technology to create technical performance pieces that stand out, from “cuffins” to anti-stink fabric. This location also has complimentary “cuffins” to anti-stink fabric. This location also has complimentary yoga, Crossfit and Vinyasa classes. In short Lululemon is a great store with great Pilates, yoga and workout gear, and the people involved with the store are doing great things in the community.

Lululemon Athletica
7835 Girard Ave. (858) 459-4407

2nd Place

Bird Rock Surf Shop

The staff at Bird Rock Surf Shop sells only the products that they know and love, with the goal of making your ocean experience as positive as possible. They will help you find whatever you need to surf, skate and be active to the best of your abilities, and if they don’t have what you are looking for, they will find a place that does. If you aren’t quite ready to buy your own gear, the shop offers rental equipment, including surfboards (hard and soft) wetsuits, bodyboards, bikes, snorkels and kayaks.

Bird Rock Surf Shop
5605 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 459-9200 birdrocksurf.com

Swimsuit 1st Place Mitch’s Surf Shop

(See listing under Best Sporting Goods)

2nd Place

Bird Rock Surf Shop

(See listing under Best Sporting Goods)

Sporting Goods 1st Place (tie)

Mitch’s Surf Shop

Mitch’s Surf Shop
631 Pearl St. (858) 459-5933 www.mitchsurfshop.com

THANK YOU FOR VOTING US #1 BEST FOR DETAIL & CAR WASH

$1 Off $5 Off
Any Wash Any Hand Wax, Carpet or Upholstery Cleaning
$10 Off $20 Off
Any Mini, Interior or Exterior Detail Any Complete Detail

PEARL WASH

600 PEARL STREET
LA JOLLA
858-456-1170

Thank you for voting us #1 best for detail & car wash

Voted a Reader’s Choice for Plumber!

5763 La Jolla Blvd. 858-454-4258 rohdeplumbing.com

THANK YOU FOR VOTING US A READERS CHOICE FOR BEST ANTIQUES & INTERIOR DESIGNER

ROSS THIELE & SON LTD.

8745 GIRARD AVENUE LA JOLLA
858.454.2133 / 858.454.7296 FAX

West Coast Electric Solutions

Thank you La Jolla for voting us as your favorite electrician 3 years in a row!

(858) 565-7897 wcresources@yahoo.com www.wcresources.com

Voted a Reader’s Choice for Fence Company

Bird Rock Fence & Deck

5605 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 459-9200 birdrocksurf.com

Thank you La Jolla for voting us as your favorite fence company 3 years in a row!

La Jolla’s oldest and only locally owned and operated Plumbing Company

Since 1910

Erling Rohde Plumbing Company

Lic.573106

5763 La Jolla Blvd. 858-454-4258 rohdeplumbing.com

THANK YOU FOR VOTING US #1 BEST FOR DETAIL & CAR WASH

$1 Off $5 Off
Any Wash Any Hand Wax, Carpet or Upholstery Cleaning
$10 Off $20 Off
Any Mini, Interior or Exterior Detail Any Complete Detail

PEARL WASH

600 PEARL STREET
LA JOLLA
858-456-1170

Thank you for voting us #1 best for detail & car wash
Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc.

10 customers for voting us a favorite for the third year running.

Mark D. Lyon, Inc.

Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc. is the recipient of this year’s Best Architect Award. Mark D. Lyon, Inc. is a full-service architectural and planning firm offering expertise in residential, commercial, hospitality and historic restoration projects. Mark D. Lyon has earned a reputation for imaginative design solutions, efficient project management, adherence to both schedule and budget and unparalleled expertise in codes and regulations.

Sauvage La Jolla

You name the magazine; chances are Sauvage swimwear’s been featured on the cover. Those sleek, scant contours and vibrant colors aren’t limited to women, either — there’s a fair men’s line out of these folks as well. The Sauvage and Luxe swimwear collections for 2009 offer fashion-forward folks more ways than ever before to strike a sexy, poolside pose. For the very best in glamorous beachwear, cover-ups, shoes and accessories, visit Sauvage La Jolla.

Women’s Apparel

1st Place (tie)

Kate Spade

This La Jolla location has been getting rave customer service reviews. Seems the friendly staff is serious about building a strong clientele. You’ll enjoy the beautiful styles and selection that only Kate Spade can provide and don’t miss out on the wonderful sales!

Kate Spade

7931 Girard Ave.
(858) 454-2548

Luluemon Athletica

(see listing under Best Sporting Goods)

2nd Place

Banana Republic

Remember when Banana Republic was a clothing and accessories retailer with a safari theme? Now owned by American multinational corporation Gap Inc. which gave it a more upscale image, Banana Republic has more than 600 stores worldwide.

Banana Republic

7841 Girard Ave.
(858) 456-2996

Services

Accounting

1st Place

Stanley Back, CPA

Stanley M. Back is a very highly regarded certified public accountant serving La Jolla and the surrounding communities with timely and accurate accounting, bookkeeping and tax auditing and financial consulting. Tax time for 2014 is a few months out yet, but an introduction couldn’t hurt.

Stanley Back, CPA

7730 Herschel Ave., Ste. F
(858) 454-0711

2nd Place

Russell Ingledew, CPA

Russell E. Ingledew has more than 20 years of experience working in tax planning and preparation for individuals, business entities, nonprofits, trusts and estates. At Russell Ingledew, CPA, Inc., clients benefit from both the personal attention provided and the resources and experience associated with a firm serving more than 150 businesses and 150 individual clients. Ingledew takes great pride in the community and those he serves in it.

Russell Ingledew, CPA, Inc.

Certified Public Accountant

1128 Wall St.
(858) 454-2190

lajollacpa.com

Architects

1st Place

Mark D. Lyon, Inc.

Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc. is the recipient of this year’s Best Architect Award for the third year running. Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc. is a full-service architectural and planning firm offering expertise in residential, commercial, hospitality and historic restoration projects. Mark D. Lyon has earned a reputation for imaginative design solutions, efficient project management, adherence to both schedule and budget and unparalleled expertise in codes and regulations.

Mark D. Lyon, Inc.

Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc. is the recipient of this year’s Best Architect Award for the third year running. Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc. is a full-service architectural and planning firm offering expertise in residential, commercial, hospitality and historic restoration projects. Mark. D. Lyon has earned a reputation for imaginative design solutions, efficient project management, adherence to both schedule and budget and unparalleled expertise in codes and regulations.

Mark D. Lyon, Inc.

Architect Mark D. Lyon, Inc. is a full-service architectural and planning firm offering expertise in residential, commercial, hospitality and historic restoration projects. Mark. D. Lyon has earned a reputation for imaginative design solutions, efficient project management, adherence to both schedule and budget and unparalleled expertise in codes and regulations.

Mark D. Lyon, Inc.
tion and toward self-expression. It treats a property as a sculpture with its own unique composition of function and form, shape and style. The result becomes the signature statement of the property owner.

Marengo Morton Architects
7724 Girard Ave.
(858) 459-3769
marengomortonarchitects.com

2nd Place
IS Architecture
IS Architecture is an award-winning firm dedicated to the preservation and renewal of our built environment. The firm specializes in new custom residential architecture and the historic restoration and adaptive reuse of existing structures. IS Architecture has considerable experience in the numerous issues distinctly associated with historic projects. In addition, IS Architecture possesses an expertise in preparing architectural designs for historic structures and custom residences within the coastal overlay zone.

IS Architecture
5649 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 456-8555
isarchitecture.com

Attorney 1st Place
Shannon Glover
Originally from England, Shannon Glover moved to San Diego in 1991, earned two master’s degrees at the University of San Diego before taking the California bar exam. She worked in the family law field for approximately 17 years before setting up her own firm. Now, Shannon specializes only in family law and is highly regarded in her field.

Law Office of Shannon Glover
4225 Executive Square, Ste. 600
(858) 625-0111

2nd Place (tie)
Karl ZoBell
Karl ZoBell’s practice emphasizes intellectual property protection and exploitation, licensing, marketing, corporate governance, trusts and estates, related tax issues, real estate transactions and land use matters. Mr. ZoBell advises Dr. Seuss Enterprises, LP on all business matters. He also provides strategic planning, negotiation and documentation of intellectual property agreements for books, motion pictures, merchandise, television and live action productions.

Karl ZoBell
1200 Prospect St., Ste. 575
(858) 638 6800

Mark Krasner of Blanchard Krasner & French
Mark Krasner, a co-founder of Blanchard Krasner & French, has more than 30 years experience as a certified public accountant and attorney in a wide variety of matters and industries. His areas of practice include mergers and acquisitions, real estate, tax matters, family law, purchases and sales, licensing, franchising, corporate and partnership structuring and reorganization, international trade and estate planning. As an adviser to numerous domestic and international companies and organizations, he has helped his clients achieve favorable outcomes in multiple multi-million dollar negotiations.

Blanchard Krasner & French
800 Silverado Street, Second Floor
(858) 551-2440
bkflaw.com

Auto Repair All Makes
1st Place
Union 76
Located in the heart of La Jolla, Union 76 is a full service station which also provides auto repair services and a mini-market. Frankly, La Jolla doesn’t have that many reliable auto repair venues; here’s the exception to what’s become the rule.

Union 76
1200 Prospect St., Ste. 575
(858) 638 6800

Mark Krasner of Blanchard Krasner & French
Mark Krasner, a co-founder of Blanchard Krasner & French, has more than 30 years experience as a certified public accountant and attorney in a wide variety of matters and industries. His areas of practice include mergers and acquisitions, real estate, tax matters, family law, purchases and sales, licensing, franchising, corporate and partnership structuring and reorganization, international trade and estate planning. As an adviser to numerous domestic and international companies and organizations, he has helped his clients achieve favorable outcomes in multiple multi-million dollar negotiations.

Blanchard Krasner & French
800 Silverado Street, Second Floor
(858) 551-2440
bkflaw.com

2nd Place (tie)
La Jolla Automotive
La Jolla Automotive was established in the 1970s and has been serving La Jolla ever since. The repair shop focuses mainly on car body paint and repair services and works primarily on American, Japanese and European vehicles. In addition to repairing your vehicle at a fair price, La Jolla Automotive offers ride assistance and pick-up services.

La Jolla Automotive
7464 Draper Ave.
(858) 459-5175

Family Auto Service
Family Auto is an independently owned and operated (full) auto service dedicated to the best possible auto and customer service you can get. The waiting area includes Wi-Fi, a refreshment area, a children’s play area, a shuttle service and more. One stop and you will understand why this new auto service has been voted as one of La Jolla’s top choices for auto service. Located in the old Heinz Geitz building.

Family Auto Service
1027 Virginia Way
(858) 260-2000

Auto Repair Imports
1st Place
Marco Polo Independent
Marco Polo Independent has been servicing BMW MINI automobiles in the La Jolla area for over 29 years, providing automotive maintenance, repairs, and improvements for all years of BMW. They have also serviced new model MINI automobiles.
Thank you!! Marco, Janet, Bryson, Giorgio and Jeremy Gentile

You make it a pleasure to be in business!!

repair has been the reason that we are blessed with

THE NICEST CUSTOMERS!!

We like to think that our twenty-nine years of passion, knowledge and honesty with BMW/MINI

Import Automotive!!

We are appreciative that our growing business is due to happy customers.

Our family and staff want to thank our customers so very much for having voted us

Puerto Rico's Best

1st Place

Pearl Car Wash

Pearl's fast service and reasonable

prices make it a top destination for

dirty cars. The facility offers hand

washes and interior detailing, and the

owners recently added same-day auto

body repairs to their list of services.

Drop your car off for a mini-makeover if

it needs windshield and wheel

repairs, paintless dent fixes, headlight

restoration, bumper-scuff removal or

window tinting, and it will come back
to you shiny and looking new.

Pearl Street Car Wash

600 Pearl St.

(858) 456-1700

PearlCarwash.com

2nd Place (tie)

La Jolla Car Wash

Looking for a great affordable car wash in the heart of Pacific Beach? Don't look now, but you just found it. La Jolla Car Wash has been serving locals for more than 20 years -- from whole other neighborhood! Here’s consistently clean, fast service with the proverbial smile.

La Jolla Car Wash

891 Turquoise St.

(858) 488-19 00

2nd Place (tie)

The Detail Shop

This may sound like a no-brainer, but It’s not: Unlike a lot of car washes, The Detail Shop does everything 100 percent by hand. Automatic washes tend to miss critical spots -- not this one. The reviews reflect satisfaction, too; one popular opinion service gave The Detail Shop its highest rating 25 out of 26 times. Proof positive!

The Detail Shop

6860 La Jolla Blvd.

(888) 249-9274

Bank 1st Place Chase

Chase is the U.S. consumer and commercial banking business of JPMorgan Chase & Co., a leading global financial services firm with assets of $2.3 trillion and operations in more than 60 countries. It’s the neighborhood bank for thousands of communities across the country, including La Jolla. Friendly staff will help you set up an account and provide you with one-on-one customer service.

Chase Bank

7777 Girard Ave.

(858) 456-6133

2nd Place (tie)

Banc of California

Banc of California is committed to building the top full-service bank serving California’s diverse private businesses, entrepreneurs and homeowners with innovative banking products and exceptional service that simplifies financial lives and benefits the communities where our clients live and work. Their simple and fair approach to full-service banking is designed to eliminate the complexity of everyday banking and save you time so that you can focus on what’s important to you – growing your business, looking after family and employees and planning for the future.

Banc of California

7999 Girard Ave., Ste. 1

(858) 551-0486

Wells Fargo Bank

Wells Fargo started in 1852 and quickly gained a reputation for dealing responsibly with people’s money and shipments. Today, the shipping part is in the hands of the Fedexes and UPSes — but Wells Fargo’s sense of loyalty is still evident in its superior treatment of its employees. The bank believes that their employee philosophy translates into the best customer care, and so La Jolla residents.

Wells Fargo Bank

7714 Girard Ave.

454-0362

wellsfargo.com

Carpet Cleaner 1st Place

Tony’s Best Way

“Unique” is not usually a word easily associated with carpet cleaning, since 95 percent of carpet cleaning busi-nesses offer one of two cleaning methods: Tony’s Best Way use neither ChemDrys cleaning method or hot water extraction, which is why it’s unique. Staff will gladly show you a video demonstration on its own tech-nique and show you why it’s La Jolla’s first choice in carpet care.

Tony’s Best Way Carpet

(858) 459-1909

2nd Place

SoCal Steam Clean

SoCal Steam Clean takes pride in being specialists in the professional cleaning of carpet, upholstery, tile and grout as well as restoration of water- or fire-damaged areas. The team is committed to gaining a high level of education and has deeply rooted itself in a promise to provide the best cus-tomer service in San Diego, including providing tips and other methods of do-it-yourself cleaning as well as guid-ing you to using the safest cleaning
products in the market. Social Steam Clean (858) 381-7872 socialsteamclean.com

Childcare Learning Center 1st Place (tie) Lawrence Family Jewish Community Center
The JCC is a theater, a preschool, a library, a fitness center, a community meeting place and much more — our 97,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art facility provides a safe, positive, friendly and inviting environment for all who enter. It teaches its mix-and- match cultural, recreational and educational programs to enrich your life and the lives of your loved ones. Lawrence Family Jewish Community Center 4126 Executive Dr. (858) 457-3030 ljjcc.org

La Jolla YMCA
The Y has licensed preschool programs that strive to inspire children to become lifelong learners by providing positive learning experiences. It provides children with a variety of opportunities to grow and obtain developmental milestones through the growth and development as well as gross motor, fine motor and self-help skills. The program will include early literacy experiences, dramatic play, music and movement and other fun activities. The licensed before- and after-school programs are based on the principles of caring, honesty, respect and responsibility. La Jolla YMCA 8355 Cliffridge Ave. (858) 452-3493 lapj.ymca.org

2nd Place
La Jolla Preschool Academy
The independent La Jolla Preschool Academy, serving children ages 1 to 5, has a capacity of 85 children and offers instructional programs in reading and math. La Jolla Preschool Academy 6550 Soledad Mountain Rd. (858) 454-8019

Cleaning Service 1st Place
Merry Maids Home Cleaning Services
Merry Maids offers customized cleaning solutions for your home, no matter what your lifestyle. Merry Maids recognizes that every living situation is unique, so whether your challenge is keeping up with pets or clutter or kids, the team will tap into its 25 years of experience to solve even the trickiest cleaning situations. Customers can choose to have home cleaning services performed weekly, every other week, monthly or one time only, but the weekly refresh is the most popular choice. Merry Maids 497 Vernon Way, El Cajon, CA (858) 272-4100 merrymaids.com

2nd Place
Rene’s of La Jolla
A locally owned, full-service house cleaning service with over 20 years of experience, Rene’s has an English-speaking staff and offers many cleaning packages. It also prides itself on the fact that it uses its supplies, not yours. Rene’s of La Jolla (858) 455-0729 renesoflajolla.com

Computer Repair
1st Place
Direct Tech
Direct Tech (formerly Village Ideas) specializes in providing tech support for small and medium-size businesses and homes in La Jolla and surrounding suburbs. As your “part-time IT department,” Direct Tech will provide you with innovative computer and network solutions that are convenient and reliable. No problem is too small for their talented team; ask them to help you with computer back-up, data recovery, firewalls, upgrades, virus and spybot removal or remote assistance. Direct Tech 7444 Herschel Ave. (858) 456-3333 directtech.com

2nd Place
PC Help Desk
PC Help Desk is dedicated to providing each customer with the solution he or she needs. It understands how important computers are to everyday lives, and it provides prompt and accurate service the first time around. What sets the PC Help Desk apart from any other technical services and support company is dedication and commitment to getting the job done right the first time. PC Help Desk 1010 Pearl St., Suite 10 (858) 551-8965 pchelpdesk.com

Contractor 1st Place
Kitchen Expo
Kitchen Expo is a full-service kitchen, bath, home and construction firm. Its designs and remodels have been attracting clientele who crave perfection in not only their kitchens and baths but also their bedrooms, dining rooms, libraries, offices, entertainment centers, game rooms and yachts. Kitchen Expo’s attention to details, unique design features, quality products, superior installations and outstanding service has made Kitchen Expo the leader in kitchen, bath and home design and remodeling since 1984. 7458 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 456-0050 kitchenexpo.com

2nd Place (tie)
Dewhurst & Associates
Designing and building quality, custom homes in the La Jolla area has been Dewhurst & Associates’ specialty since 1929. La Jolla’s largest and oldest construction firm has been family owned and operated since its early beginnings with the knowledge, professionalism and dedication to perfection passed down from one generation to the next. Generations of the Dewhurst family continue to maintain the integrity, quality of service and workmanship that was established in the construction of custom homes more than 80 years ago. Dewhurst & Associates 7541 Girard Ave. (858) 456-5345 dewhurst.com

Grunow Construction
Grunow Construction began 26 years ago as a small, owner-managed company with a commitment to excellence. Over the years, the organization has matured into a full-service contractor with a cohesive group of experienced employees. They strive to create a positive working relationship with all of its clients that exceeds their expectations. The team is particularly good at renovating historic homes, adding new space and updating existing space. Grunow Construction 4126 Executive Dr. (858) 551-8965 grunowconstruction.com

Best Pet Hospital
Windan’ Sea Veterinary Clinic
The doctors and staff of Windan’ Sea Veterinary Clinic collaborate closely with every client to meet the individual needs of your beloved pets. The hospital’s commitment to veterinary excellence is exemplified by its doctors: medical director Dina Raichel, MS, DVM, Jean Spengel, DVM, and Lena Stuart MS, DVM. The Windan’ Sea team takes pride in the fundamental belief that your pet deserves the very best care throughout all stages of their lives and treats every pet as if it were their own. Windan’ Sea Veterinary Clinic 6911 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 456-0354 windanseavet.com

Thank you, La Jolla, for voting us one of the Best!
UCSD Audrey Geisel University House, La Jolla
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GRUNOW CONSTRUCTION
Quality service for over 26 years
112 Torrey Pines Rd.
La Jolla, CA 92037
858-459-8742
www.grunowconstruction.com

Thank you for voting IS Architecture one of your favorite architects in La Jolla!
We are proud to have served the Community for 25 years.

IS ARCHITECTURE
ION Biegler, FAIA

UCSD Audrey Geisel University House, La Jolla
keeping the character of older architecture while providing modern updates and using green building practices. Services include full to partial home remodels, new construction projects, and an extensive range of home repair maintenance.

Grunow Construction
1121 Torrey Pines Rd.
858-459-3860
grunowconstruction.com

Dry Cleaners 1st Place
Margaret’s Cleaners
The flagship location in La Jolla includes a central processing facility with a customer call office adjacent to the plant. The skill set involved has been extremely difficult to develop, and we can’t imagine how difficult it would be to duplicate. In 1996, Margaret’s began to offer services to the garment retailers of San Diego, providing garment cleaning, restoration and evaluation. This part of the business requires a full-time representative to coordinate and serve the retailers in addition to the friendly staff for their dedicated customers in and around La Jolla.
Margaret’s Cleaners
7911 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 454-2375
maragret’s.com

2nd Place (tie)
Lele’s Dry Cleaners
For 20 years, La Jollans and visitors have enjoyed the services of Lele’s Tailoring & Dry Cleaning. Conveniently located in Bird Rock on La Jolla Boulevard, Lele’s Cleaners provides some of the best service available in La Jolla. Lele’s Cleaners in La Jolla offers suede and leather cleaning as well as wedding gown cleaning, oriental rug cleaning and drapery cleaning. La Jolla’s green cleaner uses non-toxic methods, Lele’s is your quality La Jolla dry cleaner.
Lele’s Dry Cleaners
5617 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 551-1130

Silverado Cleaning
Silverado Cleaners was voted one of La Jolla’s Premier Dry Cleaner most likely because they combine the best dry cleaning and wet cleaning technologies in the industry along with old fashioned service and professionalism. We take pride in providing quality and caring service from the La Jolla community. Silverado’s goal is to educate and inform. Modern technologies, hand finishing techniques, knowledge and experience, along with a professionally trained staff make Silverado the dry cleaning authority of La Jolla.
Silverado Cleaners
925 Silverado St.
(858) 454-2746
www.silveradocleaners.com

Electrician 1st Place
West Coast Electric
West Coast Electric Solutions, Inc. is a family owned business that has been serving the San Diego area proudly since 1995. All our electricians are licensed, insured and bonded. We are a full service electrical company serving San Diego for all your residential or commercial needs. West Coast Electric Solutions, Inc. values customer service and takes pride in our work and attention to detail.
West Coast Electric Solutions, Inc.
(858) 545-7897
wccelectricians@yahoo.com

2nd Place (tie)
Silverado Cleaning
Silverado Cleaners was founded in 1963 and quickly gained the reputation of quality and caring service from the La Jolla community. Silverado’s goal is to educate and inform. Modern technologies, hand finishing techniques, knowledge and experience, along with a professionally trained staff make Silverado the dry cleaning authority of La Jolla.
Silverado Cleaners
925 Silverado St.
(858) 454-2746
www.silveradocleaners.com

Delphi Private Advisors
Combining diverse backgrounds in engineering, business and law, Keith McKenzie, Darren Reinig and Marc Channick founded Delphi Private Advisors in 2009. Starting a private wealth management firm during an economic crisis certainly set Delphi up as an underdog. But the partners trusted in their long-term vision, knowing that while markets rise and fall, their commitment to serving families was steadfast. Blazing forward, the firm was quickly ranked as one of the 50 fastest-growing Registered Investment Advisor (RIA) firms by FA Magazine in 2010, a list Delphi has made multiple times, amidst other awards and media coverage.
Delphi Private Advisors
4747 Executive Dr., Ste 1020
(858) 222-9050
delphiprivate.com

Contact a Cadence Luxury Travel Specialist & mention promotion code “besttravelagency!” 385-551-3033

www.cadencetravel.com  7701 Herschel Avenue, La Jolla, CA 92037  |  OFFERS@CADENCETRAVEL.COM  TRAVEL OFFER EXPIRES 11/30/14. TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY CST #201220-40

Financial Planner
1st Place
Brian Wilverding
Ameriprise
I am passionate about working with my clients and want them to experience financial confidence now and in retirement. I will look at your entire financial picture – cash reserves, debt management, investments, protection and taxes, ask targeted questions and listen closely to your answers. I want you to feel confident that the advice I provide reflects our unique dreams and goals.
Brian Wilverding, CFP, CRPC
Ameriprise Financial
8910 University Ct. Lane, Ste 200
858-795-2350
ameripriseadvisors.com
/brian.awilverding

2nd Place (tie)
Stanley Back
(see listing under Accounting)
Handyman 1st Place
Rent-A-Husband
Rent-A-Husband is America’s premier brand in the handyman industry. The service was created to define a new standard of home maintenance, repair and improvement. Rent-A-Husband has created a special, value-driven and customer-focused company that’s ready to tackle your toughest problems around the home. The staff vow to deliver a job with respect, honesty, humor, professionalism and, most important, quality.
Rent-A-Husband Handyman (877) 994-8229
rentahusband.com

2nd Place
Handyman of La Jolla
Handyman of La Jolla has more than 30 years’ experience in construction, remodeling and handyman services. Clients count on quality, clean and quiet service while at their home. Whether you’re looking for interior or exterior work or need a little of both, Handyman of La Jolla is here to help you decide which changes and upgrades are right for you. From remodeling and repairs of homes and condos, Handyman of La Jolla & Del Mar can take care of it all.
Handyman of La Jolla
(858) 459-3860
handymanoflajolladelmar.com

Insurance 1st Place
Terry Hudkins State Farm
Your local insurance agent taking care of home, auto, life, as well as various financial services. Stop by for a quote. Conveniently located in the heart of the village, the firm is open Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Can’t make those hours? Call to make an after-hours appointment.
Terry Hudkins State Farm Insurance
8110 La Jolla Shores Dr. (858) 454-0409
terryhudkins.com
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Revolution Landscape

Revolution Landscape is dedicated to providing professional landscape design, construction, and maintenance services that protect our environment while also helping our community achieve better health and well-being. Revolution Landscape transforms ordinary landscapes into eco-friendly spaces where people can grow healthy food and interact with the natural environment. They model their practices on natural, living systems focused on building healthy soil, happy plants and thriving ecosystems. Their mission is to be stewards of our local environments while protecting the health, safety and welfare of our clients and community.

Revolution Landscape is dedicated to providing professional landscape design, construction, and maintenance services that protect our environment while also helping our community achieve better health and well-being. Revolution Landscape transforms ordinary landscapes into eco-friendly spaces where people can grow healthy food and interact with the natural environment. They model their practices on natural, living systems focused on building healthy soil, happy plants and thriving ecosystems. Their mission is to be stewards of our local environments while protecting the health, safety and welfare of our clients and community.
**Paint Pros**
San Diego Paint Pros offers comprehensive paint services and stucco repair or application for residential and commercial clients. The La Jolla paint and stucco contractors offer free estimates and design consultations that will satisfy your needs for remodel, home improvement, repairs and new construction, helping to maximize your home’s value. Check out the exceptional prices with a free quote estimate before a working contract is even signed.

**Pet Sitting 1st Place**
All About Animals
(See listing under Best Pet Store)

**2nd Place**
DogZennergy
La Jolla based DogZennergy offers complete canine care for your best friend. Not just another dog walking service, DogZennergy also organizes exercise play groups and the most premier positive reinforcement dog training program to truly change your dog’s life. Your dog will be physically and mentally exercised so that he can be the best dog that he can be by satisfying all of his canine instincts and needs. This place can turn your out-of-control, unmanageable dog into a calm, zen dog. DogZennergy also provides premium in-home overnight pet sitting that allows your dog to stay in the comfort of his own home.

DogZennergy
(858) 349-5700
dogzennergy.com

**Plumber 1st Place**
Bill Howe Plumbing
Bill Howe Plumbing & Air specializing in Rheem products and service. Bill Howe is known for its customer service, and you can count on the company for a free, no-obligation consultation to determine the perfect system for your home or business.

Bill Howe Plumbing
9085 Aero Dr., Ste. B
(619) 286-6348

**2nd Place**
Fed Ex
FedEx Office is your local printing company in La Jolla offering a wide range of printing services, including business card printing, digital color printing, and self-service copying. Come try our professional printers for yourself. Even ship with FedEx®.

Fed Ex La Jolla
7948 Herschel Ave
(858) 459-3043

dogzenergy.com
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Shipping/ Packaging

1st Place
La Jolla Mailbox
La Jolla Mailbox Rentals offers customers 24-hour access to mail and postal deliveries. When you have a mailbox at our convenient location, you receive not only a private mailing address, access to delivery of large packages and 24-hour access to your mailbox, but also peace of mind.

La Jolla Mailbox
5666 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 456-2236

2nd Place
UPS Store Bird Rock
Serving the La Jolla community since 1980 and continuously expanding its services, the UPS Store Bird Rock is now positioned to service custom crating and your air and motor freight, regardless of shape and size. Over the years, it has continued to expand, offering online printing, digital printing, secured shredding, EDHM (every-day direct mail) and everything from mailboxes rentals, packing, and shipping to notary service, passport photos, laminating, and collating. It offers LiveScan and ink fingerprint service as well as unbeatable shipping service.

UPS Store Bird Rock
5580 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 459-4077

Travel Agency 1st Place
Cadence
Cadence is a full-service travel management company specializing in planning and delivering the travel you need and want, whether you go for business or pleasure, casual or upscale, on your own or with others. Through Cadence, you can access places, activities and benefits that are off-limits to other travelers. Their world-wide travel experience and industry insider status are your keys to something special. That, and being sticklers for details, mean they handle everything perfectly and make the trip of your dreams happen.

Cadence Travel Management
7701 Herschel Ave. (858) 551-4000 cadencetravelmanagement.com

2nd Place
Worldview Travel
The La Jolla branch of Worldview Travel has been serving discerning travelers since 1997. With over 30 years of combined experience, these knowledgeable travel advisors can help you plan a vacation that exceeds your expectations for quality and value. You’ll benefit from their buying power that ensures preferred pricing, exclusive benefits, and generous amenities. Worldview Travel was founded by Ricci Zukerman, five-time recipient of Conde Nast Traveler’s Travel Specialist Award. As a member of Virtuoso®, North America’s most respected network of travel specialists, it has international connections and personal relationships to employ on your behalf.

Worldview Travel
7777 Girard Ave., Ste. 106 (858) 459-0681 worldviewtravel.com

Web Design 1st Place
Chase Design
Chase Design was founded in 2000 by Chris Chase – creative director and principal of the company who brings with him over 15 years of graphic design and industry experience. Chase Design has built an impressive reputation for producing effective design in the marketplace. This includes an award-winning magazine for Palomar Pomerado Health called The HealthSource and The BabySource.

Chase Design
(858) 200-7436

2nd Place
La Jolla Web Design by ModMacro
ModMacro believes a website should be a work of art that extends your brand identity and welcomes visitors to learn about your business or organization. It needs to provide engaging, but simple ways for people to take action and convert from visitors to customers. The experts at ModMacro can create professional websites and online strategies that are tailored to your needs, business and goals.

La Jolla Web Design by ModMacro
(858) 774-4924 modmacro.com

Health, Beauty & Fitness

Acupuncture 1st Place
Aculife
Aculife is the top choice for La Jolla acupuncture, mainly because it’s a holistic healing and wellness center.
where staff believe good health to be the key to quality life. They use a multi-modality holistic approach including acupuncture, herbal medicine, massage therapy, and nutritional counseling to promote balance and wellness. They provide you with individualized treatment plans, prevention-based health education, and knowledgeable and compassionate care.

AcuLife
8950 Villa La Jolla D. Ste B212
(203) 449-7540
myaculife.com

2nd Place
Wonderworks Healing Arts
Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine by Amorah Kelly, L.Ac., M.S., O.M. — using gentle acupuncture, Chinese herbal medicine and energy healing helps people improve the quality of their lives by balancing mind, body and spirit. This takes place in a beautiful, peaceful, caring environment, which encourages relaxation and trust. The many healing benefits include increasing energy and health while decreasing physical and emotional stress and pain.

Wonderworks Healing Arts
7742 Herschel Ave. Ste Q
(858)775-1915

Alternative/ Holistic
Health 1st Place
Wellspring Health
Wellspring Health knows that perfect health begins with a perfect partnership between you and your physician. It also understands the answer to illness does not lie within a pill. That is why it has created a unique experience in medicine that uses the knowledge of health, through diet, exercise, daily routine, and stress management. The advances available through modern medicine help the group design a tailored health plan for you that takes into consideration all of your individual needs. As you change, so do the recommendations. Wellspring helps you attain all your health goals, one step at a time.

Wellspring Health
9850 Genesee Ave.
(858) 646-0400
mywellspringhealth.com

2nd Place (tie)
Dr. Trevor Robertson
Dr. Robertson has been recognized as a leading expert in non-surgical treatment protocols. He spent more than 12 years specializing in treatment of the spine and joints and is a published researcher, lecturer and author. Dr. Robertson was voted best chiropractor in San Diego for 2010/2011 and has been voted best chiropractor in La Jolla for the past 5 years. His philosophy is to treat people as he would like to be treated and to offer my patients the highest quality care available. That means no long unnecessary treatment plans just fast effective pain free relief using proven treatment protocols.

Dr. Trevor Robertson
5416 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 454-3612

Harmony Health Chiropractic
Your partner in healthy living, here for you. If you have pain or want advice on how to live a healthier life, you are in the right place! Dr. Rachel strives for excellence through superior patient treatment, education and satisfaction. Visit their website for all types of health- and wellness-related information, including back and neck pain, work and auto injuries and much more.

Harmony Health Chiropractic
7292 E. Girard Ave.
(858) 454-2078
harmonyhealthchiro.com

Cosmetic Surgery
1st Place
La Jolla Cosmetic Surgery
Making San Diegans more beautiful since 1998. La Jolla Cosmetic Surgery Center is famous for keeping patients informed and have been industry champions for patient safety. They use only board certified anesthesiologists in their fully accredited surgical facility. They provide all the aesthetic services you need to look your best. Their team of board certified San Diego plastic surgeons each have more than 20 years of experience.

La Jolla Cosmetic Surgery
9850 Genesee Ave #1130
(858) 452-1981
ljcsc.com

Day Spa 1st Place
Estancia Hotel & Spa
At Estancia La Jolla, the goal is to provide services that promote a heightened sense of well being. Imagine restoring your body to its natural state of balance in the spa’s relaxing garden environment. Experience an active organic facial, a Vichy or Swiss shower or private outdoor massage. Their signature Botanical Body Treatments featuring healing neem and hydrating oils promise to put you in a serene and tranquil state. As you can only imagine, you will immediately feel your personal sense of relaxation magnified the moment you enter The Spa at Estancia leaving you with an unforgettable, unsurpassed experience personalized to your very needs.

Estancia La Jolla Hotel & Spa
9700 N. Torrey Pines Road
(858) 964-6590
estancialajolla.com

Dr. Davis DVM
Dr. Gillmeister DVM
Dr. Breher DVM, MPVM

La Jolla Vet Hospital
7520 Fay Ave
(858) 735-4056
laajollavet.com

We would like to "paws" and say Thank You for voting
LA JOLLA VET HOSPITAL
BEST VETERINARY HOSPITAL!
Contemporary Fine Arts Gallery

block off of Prospect Street. Parking is available directly under our

Jane Burton and many more. Open 7 days a week. Located one half

both internationally known and emerging artists such as: Orlando

for over 20 years. Original paintings, sculpture, glass and ceramics by

Voted “Best Gallery in La Jolla” Fine art for discerning collectors. Pro-

READERS CHOICE AWARDS 2014

Best Art Gallery

Contemporary Fine Arts Gallery

7946 Ivanhoe Ave.

(858) 551-2010

contemporaryfineartsgallery.com

2nd Place (tie)

Dr. Copps at Governor Dental

Dr. Copps knows that no two smiles are the same, so she makes sure you receive personalized dental treat-

ments that meet your unique needs and goals. She also knows that people of different ages require different

communication, education and treat-

ments. She and her staff will take the
time to discuss your oral health in
terms that you understand. It’s your

smile; Dr. Copps is just here to help

you keep it beautiful and healthy!

Governor Dental

4001 Governor Dr.

(888) 366-4370

Dr. Philip A. Burgess at Bird Rock Dental

Dr. Burgess is excited that today’s
dentistry offers an abundance of mod-

ern and prevailing options for patient care. Dr. Burgess offers you the choice in seeing any of his five licensed, laser

certified, skilled hygienists for your
tooth cleanings. Dr. Burgess is trained in the use of hard tissue laser, which
can make the tooth filing process easier

and more comfortable. Usually,

no local anesthetic is needed. This is

very successful in the treatment of

cavities. Burgess focuses on those of all ages in need of advanced
crown and bridge placements and

implant restorations. There are con-

stant new developments making it easier for the dentist and patients to create a beautiful smile. Stop by Bird

Rock Dental; it’s located right in your

neighborhood!

Bird Rock Dental

5733 La Jolla Blvd.

(888) 459-0229

birdrockdental.com

Orangetheory

Orangetheory Fitness offers 60-

minute workout sessions split into

intervals of cardiovascular and

strength training with heart rate mon-

itors to track intensity and maximum

metabolic burn. Increase energy, get

visible results and burn more calories,
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Massage therapy relaxes muscles, easing and soothing your aches and pains. It rejuvenates—restoring balance to our body and being, making us better for all the things life throws our way. Massage Envy believes every body deserves a great customized massage, so we’ve made relaxation convenient. The qualified massage therapist on staff can customize a program for your desired effects.

**Equanimity Massage**

**Connie Youngblood**

Equanimity Massage offers massage for more than eighteen years. Many of her loyal clients know her from the La Jolla Beach and Tennis Club where they have enjoyed her versatile style of massage for thirteen years. Now Connie has opened her own studio named Equanimity Massage at 7752 Fay Avenue in the village of La Jolla. Connie’s years of experience and unique approach to your well being enable her to meet all of your massage needs. You can reach Connie at 619-993-7909 or equanimitymassage.com. She is offering new clients 20 percent off a regular-price massage and has package deals. Please call for information.

**The Nail Lounge**

Located in one of San Diego’s most beautiful communities, the Nail Lounge of La Jolla offers many luxurious spa services in an elegant, tranquil setting. Upon entering The Nail Lounge, you will be greeted by a member of the friendly, professional staff, who will gladly bring you a cup of soothing tea or refreshing water to enjoy as you treat yourself to an array of relaxing and renewing treatments. The Nail Lounge of La Jolla stands out from typical nail salons in countless ways. The skilled staff members remain dedicated to ensuring your relaxation with respectful quietude and utmost expertise.

**Nancy’s Nail Salon**

Nancy’s Nail Salon offers artificial nails, manicures, pedicures, facial waxing and just about anything you expect from your favorite nail salon. Nancy’s uses organic products. Fair price and friendly professional service has put it among the readers’ top picks!

**Fingertips of La Jolla**

Fingertips of La Jolla is a one-stop beauty and nail salon for over 20 years. Fingertips of La Jolla provides a warm, comfortable setting and great values. The firm is proud to boast that it has not increased rates and challenges you to find better quality and service at these prices! Fingertips has just about everything you need to reward yourself, any time of the year, without the guilt.

**Optometrist 1st Place**

**Gordon Wong Eye Design**

Gordon Wong Eye Designs, formerly GW Eye Associates Inc., provides exceptional eye care, including routine eye exams, vision correction, and advanced treatment for many common optical conditions. They also offer a full range of ophthalmology treatments. Optometrists Gordon Wong, O.D., Weldon Wong, O.D., Amanda K. Dester, O.D, and ophthalmologist Mihir (Max) Parikh, M.D. are available for all of your vision correction and eye care needs. The dedication they have to patients is demonstrated by their thoughtful and friendly attitude, emphasis on providing up-to-date educational information, and commitment to thorough, unhurried exams, consultations, and procedures.

**Gordon Wong Eye Designs**

7841 Fay Ave.  
(858) 454-4699

**2nd Place**

**Dr. Richard Trainer**

With fall just around the corner, you want to make sure that you can see San Diego’s pristine surroundings with perfect clarity. Dr. Trainer has been in the optometry business for 49 years, and he and his friendly staff will “see” to it that you get the care you deserve! A one-stop beauty and nail salon for over 20 years, Fingertips of La Jolla provides a warm, comfortable setting and great values. The firm is proud to boast that it has not increased rates and challenges you to find better quality and service at these prices! Fingertips has just about everything you need to reward yourself, any time of the year, without the guilt.

**Gordon Wong Eye Design**

7841 Fay Ave.  
(858) 454-4699

**Beads of La Jolla**

With 1,200 square feet of stones, glass, porcelain, shell, vintage German, Fire polish, beads, and findings, Beads of La Jolla is the go-to place for anyone with an interest in beading. Expert-level customers will find everything they need to make their visions a reality, including a large selection of sterling, gold and base metal findings and chains, while beginners can learn more about the art through classes and parties held at the store. Beads of La Jolla also offers jewelry repair and custom design work. You’ll find new and vintage beads and findings each time you visit the store.

Thank you for voting!

**LA JOLLA’S BEST PACKING & SHIPPING**

5 YEARS IN A ROW!

**Your Holiday Shipping Headquarters**

**Holiday Special - Ship Early & Save!**

**10% OFF SHIPPING**

Till December 10th

**Your one-stop-shop for:**

- Mailboxes • Moving Supplies • Notary
- LiveScan Fingerprinting • Passport Photos

**upslajolla@gmail.com**

5580 La Jolla Blvd  
(858) 459-459-4077

**Beads of La Jolla**

5645 La Jolla Blvd  
(858) 459-6134

**beads@flajolla.com**
Pilates Plus

Pilates Plus is the optimal workout for quickly achieving a sleek, defined physique. The workout is a combination of weight lifting and Pilates, giving you the strengthening and toning benefits of weight training along with the lengthening and postural enhancing benefits of Pilates. The circuit-training classes are a unique twist on traditional Pilates and are a workout staple of celebrities and top athletes. You can expect to burn 500 to 600 calories in a single class.

Pilates Plus
7712 Fay Ave.  (858) 456-1516

*Clients new or not seen in last 6 mos. Purchase online and use promo code PPLJ.

Think GREEN!

La Jolla Salon and Day Spa

Thank you for voting us one of your favorite nail salons in La Jolla two years in a row!

We offer artificial nails, manicures, pedicures, facial waxing and more! Our Stylists use organic products. Think GREEN!

Let our gracious Staff take care of all your skin and nail needs!

721 Pearl St., La Jolla • www.nancysnailsajolla.com • (858) 954-2853

La Jolla Wellness Studio
7580 Fay Ave., Suite 103
(858) 444-0340
www.pilatespluslajolla.com

In Appreciation... 10% OFF

Any Class Pack of 5,10 or 20

Valid for New-Clients or Clients who have not visited in the last 6 months. Purchase online and use promo code BESTPLAN. Offer expires 11/15/14. Print date must be valid.

"You will see a big difference in weeks – I guarantee it!"

Pilates Plus
Pilates Plus and indoor cycling

Senior Living 1st Place
Casa de Mañana

Casa de Mañana has been a La Jolla Village favorite destination for a number of years with sunny days, handcrafted-tile fountain, is always a community favorite since its advent in La Jolla in 1953. The ocean-side location is one of the most spectacular spots on the coast, a charmed piece of earth where the view changes daily. La Jolla Village and its restaurants, shops and art galleries are but a stroll away, and the Spanish-style courtyard, with its waterfall, is often a favorite destination.

Casa de Mañana
849 Coast Blvd.  (858) 454-2151
casademañana.org

CVS

CVS has been assisting residents of La Jolla for a number of years with sun-dries, prescription needs and just about everything else you would expect from a convenience store. You can count on friendly service and quality care from this chain store.

CVS of La Jolla
7525 Eads Ave.  (858) 551-0699

Pharmacy 1st Place
Pharmacca

Pharmacca is happy to be your everyday health resource. The Pharmacca philosophy is to take a preventive approach to health from the start. That’s why their stores offer a range of products to help you maintain good health, in addition to traditional treatment options and a staff of certified health care experts at times when you need them most. The staff helps guide customers through the selection of over-the-counter medications, alternative remedies and natural beauty and care products for a stress-free shopping experience.

Pharmacca
7650 Girard Ave.  (858) 454-1337
www.pharmacca.com

Senior Living 2nd Place
Casa de Mañana

Casa de Mañana has been a La Jolla Village favorite destination for a number of years with sunny days, handcrafted-tile fountain, is always a community favorite since its advent in La Jolla in 1953. The ocean-side location is one of the most spectacular spots on the coast, a charmed piece of earth where the view changes daily. La Jolla Village and its restaurants, shops and art galleries are but a stroll away, and the Spanish-style courtyard, with its waterfall, is often a favorite destination.

Casa de Mañana
849 Coast Blvd.  (858) 454-2151
casademañana.org

Pharmacy 2nd Place
Pharmacca

Pharmacca is happy to be your everyday health resource. The Pharmacca philosophy is to take a preventive approach to health from the start. That’s why their stores offer a range of products to help you maintain good health, in addition to traditional treatment options and a staff of certified health care experts at times when you need them most. The staff helps guide customers through the selection of over-the-counter medications, alternative remedies and natural beauty and care products for a stress-free shopping experience.

Pharmacca
7650 Girard Ave.  (858) 454-1337
www.pharmacca.com

Thank You!
PPLJ clients for your continued support and hard work, keep it up!

Voted Best Pilates in La Jolla 5 years in a row!

beFIT. beSTRONG. beYOU.
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White Sands of La Jolla

While your lifestyle is definitely your choice, with as much privacy as you desire, there are many activities for you to enjoy at White Sands of La Jolla. Enjoy concerts, water aerobics classes or trips to nearby musical and stage performances. You can browse through the well-stocked library, indulge your creativity in our hobby rooms or walk a mile on the beach. Jacuzzis, gardens, exercise rooms, even travel arrangements, White Sands is here for your comfort.

White Sands of La Jolla
7450 Olivas Ave. (858) 454-4201
whitesands.sipnansandiego.com

Style 1st Place
Judy Judy Judy

Judy is an award-winning hair stylist for more than 20 years in La Jolla, specializing in hair extensions and hair loss treatments. She was awarded best hairstylist in the 2012, 2013 and now 2014 Readers’ Choice vote. Her charming Parisian-style boutique hair studio is unique in that, since she is the owner, Judy sees only one client at a time, thereby ensuring individual and personalized service. Judy is trained and certified with Great Lengths Hair Extensions. She also trained at the Rene’ Furterer Institute in Paris for hair and scalp treatments including relaxing treatments like perms and relaxers. Prices vary and depend on each stylist. But together, the seven stylists have an impressive repertoire for men’s and women’s showers, and five levels of tanning beds for a customizable bronzing regime. Their motto is “Get In, Get Beautiful, Get On With Your Day.” All appointments are available to be booked online, and the venue is open seven days a week to get you in during a time that works for you. Glow cleanses, tones and pampers your skin with facials, waxings and chemical peels. Licensed cosmetologists are pros with updos, blow-outs and keratin. Spray tan techs can airbrush on a fabulous tan in under 15 minutes.

Glo Beauty Bar
5707 La Jolla Blvd
(858) 551-8477

globeautybar.com

Prana Yoga Center
1041 Silverado St.
(858) 456-2806
prana-yoga.com

Thank you for voting!
THANKS AGAIN LA JOLLA!

We are honored to be voted La Jolla's best veterinary hospital 4 years in a row! Our talented staff is what makes Windan' Sea Veterinary Clinic what it is today. We have a team of compassionate, knowledgeable technicians and client service representatives, coupled with veterinarians who combine decades of experience and advanced education in the treatment of small animals.

We know how important pets are in our lives and our dedicated team will continue to provide your pets with the highest quality, compassionate health care.

-The Doctors and Staff of Windan' Sea Veterinary Clinic

Full Service Hospital with Highest Standards of Medicine

- Diagnostic Medicine & Disease Management
- Preventative Medicine
- State of the Art Radiology
- FAST scan Ultrasound
- Spay, Neuter, & Dentistry
- Surgical, Cardiology, & Radiology Specialists Available

858.454.0354 www.windanseavet.com
6911 La Jolla Blvd. La Jolla, CA 92037